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            Abstract
The RNA polymerase II (Pol II) core promoter is the strategic site of convergence of the signals that lead to the initiation of DNA transcription1,2,3,4,5, but the downstream core promoter in humans has been difficult to understand1,2,3. Here we analyse the human Pol II core promoter and use machine learning to generate predictive models for the downstream core promoter region (DPR) and the TATA box. We developed a method termed HARPE (high-throughput analysis of randomized promoter elements) to create hundreds of thousands of DPR (or TATA box) variants, each with known transcriptional strength. We then analysed the HARPE data by support vector regression (SVR) to provide comprehensive models for the sequence motifs, and found that the SVR-based approach is more effective than a consensus-based method for predicting transcriptional activity. These results show that the DPR is a functionally important core promoter element that is widely used in human promoters. Notably, there appears to be a duality between the DPR and the TATA box, as many promoters contain one or the other element. More broadly, these findings show that functional DNA motifs can be identified by machine learning analysis of a comprehensive set of sequence variants.
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                    Fig. 1: HARPE comprehensively assesses the transcriptional effect of many different DNA sequences in a specific region of the promoter.[image: ]


Fig. 2: HARPE yields consistent data under different conditions.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Machine learning analysis of the HARPE data yields an SVR model for the DPR.[image: ]


Fig. 4: The DPR in human promoters.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The HARPE data are available from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; accession number, GSE139635). We obtained 5â€²-GRO-seq files (GSE6387233 and GSE9003512) and GRO-cap files (GSM1480321)37 from the Gene Expression Omnibus website (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/).Â Source data are provided with this paper.

            

Code availability

              
              All computational analyses were performed by using R version 3.6.1 and previously described packages, as noted in the Methods.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Design and initial characterization of the HARPE assay.
a, RNA polymerase II core promoter elements that were examined in this study. This diagram shows the positions of the TATA box, initiator (Inr), motif ten element (MTE), downstream core promoter element (DPE), and downstream core promoter region (DPR) relative to the A+1 nucleotide in the Inr consensus sequence. The Inr and MTE function together with a strict spacing requirement between the two motifs. The Inr and DPE similarly act together with a strict spacing requirement between the motifs. The Figure is drawn roughly to scale. The sequences that were randomized in the HARPE experiments are also indicated. b, c, Preparation of the HARPE library. b, HARPE constructs have two GC-boxes (Sp1 binding sites) upstream of the core promoter. The core promoters used in this study (SCP1m and IRF1) are TATA-less (mTATAÂ =Â mutant TATA box), initiator (Inr)-containing promoters. An RNA polymerase III (Pol III) terminator prevents transcription by Pol III. The open reading frame of green fluorescent protein (ORF) and the polyadenylation signal (PAS) promote the synthesis of mature and stable transcripts. For the study of the DPR, the randomized region is from +17 to +35 relative to the +1 TSS. c, The fragments containing randomized elements are produced by annealing oligonucleotides that give protruding ends matching the KpnI and AatII sticky ends on the pre-digested plasmid. A high-complexity library of ~1M to 80M variants is typically obtained after bacterial transformation. If required, the level of complexity is decreased to ~100k to ~500k variants with a subset of the transformants. d, Nucleotide preferences can be observed in the most active DPR sequences. The nucleotide frequencies at each position of the DPR in the top 50% to the top 0.1% of the most transcribed sequences are indicated. All sequences (100%) are included as a reference. e, f, DPR motifs identified by HOMER. e, HOMER motifs found in the top 0.1% of HARPE DPR variants. f, Position-weight matrix for the top HOMER motif. P-values associated with hypergeometric tests (one tailed, no adjustment). All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). gâ€“i, HARPE is highly reproducible. g, Most variants are present and detectable in biological replicates. The intersection comprises variants detected in both biological replicates (exact sequence match). PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. h, Reproducibility of the DNA and RNA tag counts, and the resulting transcription strength value, for variants detected in both biological replicates. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. i, Reproducibility of the MTE, DPE, IRF1, and SCP1 (with TATA box) datasets, for variants detected in both biological replicates. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 2 Further characterization of the HARPE assay and modification of the HARPE assay to include the analysis of the upstream TATA box element.
aâ€“d, Relative promoter strengths in HARPE experiments performed in the absence versus the presence of sarkosyl. In vitro transcription reactions were performed in the absence or presence of 0.2% (w/v) sarkosyl (added immediately after transcription initiation). a, HARPE datasets with reactions performed in the presence of sarkosyl are reproducible. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. b, Relative promoter strength does not appear to be affected by the addition of sarkosyl. Comparison of HARPE data from reactions carried out in the absence (Control) or the presence of sarkosyl. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. c, The top 0.1% most highly transcribed promoter variants show similar nucleotide preferences in the absence (Control) or the presence of sarkosyl (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). d, The individual analysis of 16 independent promoter variants shows that the relative promoter strengths are approximately the same in the absence (Control) or the presence of sarkosyl. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-valueÂ =Â 7.1 Ã— 10âˆ’11 (replicate 1) or 1.7 Ã— 10âˆ’11 (replicate 2). For gel source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1. eâ€“g, HARPE yields consistent data under different conditions. The nucleotide frequencies of the top 0.1% most active sequences are shown. e, HARPE analysis (in vitro) of the DPR with three different promoter cassettes: SCP1 lacking a TATA box (SCP1m), the human IRF1 core promoter (IRF1), and SCP1 containing a TATA box (SCP1). f, HARPE of the DPR (+17 to +35), DPE (+23 to +34), and MTE (+18 to +29) motifs with the SCP1m promoter in vitro. g, HARPE of the DPR in the SCP1m promoter transcribed in vitro or in cells. All panels show a representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples. hâ€“j, HARPE data generated in cells are similar to the corresponding in vitro data. h, The nucleotide frequencies of the top 0.1% most active DPR sequences obtained in cells are consistent with their in vitro counterparts. These HARPE experiments were performed with the human IRF1 core promoter. i, The nucleotide frequencies of the top 0.1% most active MTE and DPE sequences obtained in cells are consistent with their in vitro counterparts. These experiments examined either the MTE region or the DPE region in cells or in vitro. j, The nucleotide frequencies of the top 0.1% most active DPR sequences obtained in cells are consistent with their in vitro counterparts. These HARPE experiments were performed with the TATA-box-containing SCP1 core promoter. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). kâ€“p, HARPE can be used to analyse regions upstream of the TSS. k, Design of a HARPE experiment targeting the upstream TATA-box region. Sequencing of the DNA constructs provides a correspondence between each TATA-box variant and a downstream barcode. Analysis of the barcode sequence in each transcript thus identifies its associated TATA-box variant sequence. l, HARPE was performed with a randomized region from âˆ’32 to âˆ’21 (long TATA) relative to the +1 TSS. The reproducibility of two independent experiments is shown. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. m, HARPE was carried with a randomized region from âˆ’30 to âˆ’23 (short TATA) with an upstream TA dinucleotide at positions âˆ’32 and âˆ’31. The upstream TA sequence directs the formation of the TATA box in a single phase. The reproducibility of two independent experiments is also shown. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. n, The nucleotide frequencies and top 8-nt and 12-nt HOMER motifs for the top 0.1% most transcribed variants are shown for HARPE data with the long TATA (âˆ’32 to âˆ’21) randomized sequence. The upstream T of the 8-nt TATA box motif was found to be located at position âˆ’32, âˆ’31, or âˆ’30 (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). o, The nucleotide frequencies and top 8-nt HOMER motif for the top 0.1% most transcribed variants are shown for HARPE data with the short TATA (âˆ’30 to âˆ’23) randomized sequence. In the short TATA analysis, the upstream T of the TATA box is fixed at position âˆ’32, and thus, a distinct TATA-box sequence can be seen in the HOMER analysis (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). p, The nucleotide frequencies in natural human focused promoters12 are similar to those in the long TATA dataset (n), particularly with the A and T nucleotides.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 3 Initial characterization and optimization of the SVR models and the creation of a low complexity HARPE library for further SVR analysis of the DPR.
a, Selection of sequences for training of the SVR. Different numbers of training sequences were selected either randomly (blue line) or by using a combination of the most transcribed (Best) variants and Non-Best variants (that is, those variants that are not in the Best category) at a 1:1 ratio of Best:Non-Best (orange line). The resulting SVR models were used to predict the transcriptional activity of the Test Sequences in Fig. 3b, and the correlations between the predicted versus observed transcriptional activities are shown on the Y axis. In our studies, we used the SVR model (Selected variants) that was built on the training set that consists of the 100,000 most transcribed (Best) variants and randomly selected 100,000 Non-Best variants (representative experiment nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). The models in this figure were built by using default parameters for SVR training. bâ€“d, Grid search cross validation for the SVR models. Grid search results with different values for the cost of misclassification (cost) and individual training example influence (gamma) for (b) SVRb, (c) SVRc, and (d) SVRtata. Shown are Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient (rho) between the prediction of each model and the observed transcription strength with two independent datasets (validation and test sets, which are separate halves of the test sequences described in Fig. 3b) that were not used in the training of the models. SVR models were trained as described in Methods. Undefined (UD) correlation is observed when the prediction of a model is constant regardless of the sequence. The hyperparameter values that were selected in this study are as follows: SVRb (cÂ =Â 10 and gammaÂ =Â 0.1); SVRc (cÂ =Â 1, gammaÂ =Â 0.02); and SVRtata (cÂ =Â 100, gammaÂ =Â 0.1). e, Concordance between the predicted and observed activities of DPR sequence variants, as shown with a logarithmic scale. Analysis of 7500 independent test sequences in the HARPE dataset that were not used in the training of SVRb. This figure presents the data shown in Fig. 3b with a log scale for the x- and y-axes. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. fâ€“i, Design and use of a low complexity HARPE library that provides high-quality data on 8,431 unique DPR variants. f, Design of a low complexity library with multiple DNA sequence tags for each DPR variant. A restricted library was built with 8,431 unique DPR variants. Each variant was associated with about 15 downstream DNA sequence tags that enable multiple measurements of transcription strength for the same variant within the same experiment. g, To restrict the complexity of the library, the randomized region was shortened to 13 nucleotides, and each position contained one of only two different bases. h, The number of tags per variant. The median value is 13 (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). i, The observed transcription strength for each of the DPR variants. There are multiple different sequence tags for each DPR variant. The plot shows the average (black)Â Â±Â standard deviation (designated in grey) for each of the variants (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 4 Individual assessment of the transcription activity of 16 independent variants that are not present in the SVR training set.
a, The 16 variants, which include the original SCP1m sequence, represent a wide range of SVR scores. Nucleotides that differ from the SCP1m sequence are indicated in red type. b, The 16 promoter sequences were inserted into plasmids and subjected to in vitro transcription and primer extension analysis (nÂ =Â 4 biologically independent samples). The plots show the predicted SVRb scores and the observed transcription strengths. Replicate 1 is shown in Fig. 3d. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-values <1.7 Ã— 10âˆ’6; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. For gel source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1. c, The 16 promoters were subjected to transient transfection and primer extension analysis (nÂ =Â 4 biologically independent samples). The plots show the predicted SVRb scores and the observed transcription strengths. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <3.9 Ã— 10âˆ’6; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. For gel source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 5 Use of the SVR models to identify active sequence elements and performance assessment of the SVR models.
aâ€“c,Â The relationship between SVR scores and transcription strength. Box-plot diagrams are shown for (a) SVRb, (b) SVRc, and (c) SVRtata with all of their corresponding HARPE sequence variants that are placed in bins of the indicated SVR score ranges. Sequence variants with SVRb scoreÂ â‰¥Â 2, SVRc scoreÂ â‰¥Â 2, and SVRtata scoreÂ â‰¥Â 1 are typically at least about 6 times more active than an inactive sequence (light blue shaded regions), and are thus designated as â€œactiveâ€�. The thick horizontal lines are the medians, and the lower and upper hinges are the first and third quartiles, respectively. Each upper (or lower) whisker extends from the upper (or lower) hinge to the largest (or lowest) value no further than 1.5 * IQR from the hinge. Data beyond the end of the whiskers (outlying points) are omitted from the box plot. Sequence variants with transcription strengthÂ =Â 0 were removed to allow log-scale display of the diagrams. The horizontal dashed grey lines denote the transcription strengths of the median inactive sequences. dâ€“h, Performance assessment of SVRb. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). d, Selection of HARPE variants used in performance assessment. The top 10% sequence variants were designated as active/positive for transcription, and an equal (randomly selected) number of the bottom 50% of sequence variants were designated as inactive/negative for transcription. These sequences were then used in the performance assessment. Intermediate variants that were between the top and bottom groups were not included. The transcription strengths of all selected sequences are shown. e, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. f, Precision-recall (PR) curve. g, Performance measures relative to the minimum SVRb score required for a positive prediction. Performance was computed by counting true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). Accuracy [(TP+TN) / (TP+FP+TN+FN)] reflects how often SVRb predictions are correct. Precision [TP / (TP + FP)] is the proportion of positive predictions that are correct. Sensitivity or recall or true positive rate [TP / (TP + FN)] is the proportion of transcriptionally active variants that are correctly predicted as positives. h, False positive and false negative rates. The false positive rate [FP / (FP + TN)] is the probability for an inactive sequence to be incorrectly predicted as positive. The false negative rate [FN / (FN + TP)]Â =Â (1 âˆ’ Sensitivity) is the probability for an active sequence to be incorrectly predicted as negative. Performance values are shown for selected minimum SVRb scores (1.5 and 2). All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). iâ€“m, Performance assessment of SVRc. i, Selection of HARPE variants used in performance assessment. The top 10% sequence variants were designated as active/positive for transcription, and an equal (randomly selected) number of the bottom 50% of sequence variants were designated as inactive/negative for transcription. These sequences were then used in the performance assessment. Intermediate variants that were between the top and bottom groups were not included. The transcription strengths of all selected sequences are shown. j, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. k, Precision-recall (PR) curve. l, Performance measures relative to the minimum SVRc score required for a positive prediction. Performance was computed by counting true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). Accuracy [(TP+TN) / (TP+FP+TN+FN)] reflects how often SVRc predictions are correct. Precision [TP / (TP + FP)] is the proportion of positive predictions that are correct. Sensitivity [TP / (TP + FN)] is the proportion of transcriptionally active variants that are correctly predicted as positives. m, False positive and false negative rates. The false positive rate [FP / (FP + TN)] is the probability for an inactive sequence to be incorrectly predicted as positive. The false negative rate [FN / (FN + TP)]Â =Â (1 âˆ’ Sensitivity) is the probability for an active sequence to be incorrectly predicted as negative. Performance values are shown for selected minimum SVRc scores (1.5 and 2). All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). nâ€“r, Performance assessment of SVRtata. n, Selection of HARPE variants used in performance assessment. The top 10% sequence variants were designated as active/positive for transcription, and an equal (randomly selected) number of the bottom 50% of sequence variants were designated as inactive/negative for transcription. These sequences were then used in the performance assessment. Intermediate variants that were between the top and bottom groups were not included. The transcription strengths of all selected sequences are shown. One outlier variant with an exceptionally high transcription level was omitted in the graph, but was included in the performance analysis. o, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. p, Precision-recall (PR) curve. q, Performance measures relative to the minimum SVRtata score required for a positive prediction. Performance was computed by counting true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). Accuracy [(TP+TN) / (TP+FP+TN+FN)] reflects how often SVRtata predictions are correct. Precision [TP / (TP + FP)] is the proportion of positive predictions that are correct. Sensitivity [TP / (TP + FN)] is the proportion of transcriptionally active variants that are correctly predicted as positives. r, False positive and false negative rates. The false positive rate [FP / (FP + TN)] is the probability for an inactive sequence to be incorrectly predicted as positive. The false negative rate [FN / (FN + TP)]Â =Â (1 âˆ’ Sensitivity) is the probability for an active sequence to be incorrectly predicted as negative. Performance values are shown for minimum SVRtata scoresÂ =Â 1.0. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 6 Further analysis of the SVR models and their relation to consensus sequence-based approaches.
aâ€“e, SVR models based on HARPE data with different promoter backgrounds are consistent. SVR models were tested with the 7500 DPR sequence variants used in Fig. 3b. a, SVRirf1 models trained with HARPE data for the DPR with the IRF1 promoter cassette (promoter background) are reproducible. b, SVRb based on HARPE data for the DPR with the SCP1m promoter cassette (promoter background) is similar to the SVRirf1 model trained with HARPE data for the DPR in the IRF1 background. c, SVRscp1 models trained with HARPE data for the DPR with the SCP1 (TATA-containing) promoter cassette (promoter background) are reproducible. d, SVRb for the DPR in the TATA-less SCP1m promoter cassette (promoter background) is similar to the SVRscp1 model for the DPR in the TATA-containing SCP1 promoter cassette. e, SVRb and SVRscp1 exhibit similar DNA sequence preferences. This figure shows the web logos for the top HOMER motifs identified with the top 0.1% DPR sequences (in 500,000 random sequences), as assessed with either SVRb or SVRscp1. fâ€“h, SVR analysis incorporates information that is not encapsulated in a consensus of enriched sequences in the most active variants. f, Web logo for the top HOMER motif identified with the 0.1% most transcribed DPR sequences. This panel is adapted from Fig. 1c and shows the DPE-like RGWYGT consensus of enriched sequences from +28 to +33. In contrast, the SVR model is generated from strong, intermediate, and weak variants of the entire DPR region. g, HARPE variants with a perfect match to the RGWYGT consensus exhibit transcription strengths that range from highly active to inactive. h, SVRb accurately predicts the transcription strengths of different HARPE variants with a perfect match to the RGWYGT consensus. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. i, An SVR-based approach provides a more accurate prediction of DPR activity than a consensus sequence-based method. The plots show the correlation between the observed transcription strength (in vitro) and the predicted scores of the DPR, as assessed with either SVRb (upper; adapted from Fig. 3b) or a consensus sequence/position-weight matrix-based method (HOMER; lower). The HOMER consensus/position-weight matrix (Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 1e,Â f) is based on the top 0.1% most transcribed DPR sequences. The DPR variants are the 7500 Test Sequences shown in Fig. 3. The coloured density scale is identical for both plots (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. j, k, SVRb scores are influenced by DNA sequence context (that is, flanking nucleotides), whereas PWM-based HOMER scores treat individual nucleotide positions independently. j, Box-plot diagrams of the changes in the HOMER motif scores (top) and the SVRb scores (bottom) due to an A-to-G substitution at each of the indicated positions. The values were generated with 200 different DPR sequences in randomly-selected natural human promoters. The thick horizontal lines are the medians, and the lower and upper hinges are the first and third quartiles, respectively. Each upper (or lower) whisker extends from the upper (or lower) hinge to the largest (or lowest) value no further than 1.5 * IQR from the hinge. Data beyond the end of the whiskers (outlying points) are omitted from the box plot. A representative experiment is shown (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). k, The influence of sequence context is accurately captured by the SVR model. Shown are the changes in SVRb score and transcription strength for 4,081 DPR variants when A is mutated to G at positions +30 (left) or +32 (right). The transcription data of the sequence variants were from the Low Complexity Library (Fig. 3c). PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 7 Characterization of the properties of the SVR models and the generation of SVRtata for the TATA box and SVRc for the DPR with cell-based data.
aâ€“c, SVR models capture the preferred distances between the TSS and the DPR. a, The most significantly enriched 8-nt HOMER motif found in the top 0.1% of HARPE DPR variants (top) and its associated position-weight matrix (bottom). P-value associated with hypergeometric tests (one tailed). This 8-nt DPE-like motif closely resembles the Drosophila DPE consensus sequence2,14. Importantly, the DPE-like sequence is shorter than the DPR region and is therefore not at a fixed position. b, Positional preference analysis of the 8-nt motif in the top 0.1% HARPE DPR variants shows a preferred major position (74%) as well as a minor position (17%) that is 1 nt upstream of the major position. c, SVRb accurately predicts the transcription strength of sequence variants in all positions. This figure shows box-plot diagrams of the transcription strength for all variants within the HARPE dataset that contain the 8-nt motif at each position. The quality of the prediction at each position is indicated by Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient (rho) between the observed transcription strength and SVRb score, HOMER motif score with the 19-nt DPR motif (shown in Extended Data Fig. 1e, f), or HOMER motif score with the 8-nt DPR motif (shown in a). The thick horizontal lines are the medians, and the lower and upper hinges are the first and third quartiles, respectively. Each upper (or lower) whisker extends from the upper (or lower) hinge to the largest (or lowest) value no further than 1.5 * IQR from the hinge. Data beyond the end of the whiskers (outlying points) are omitted from the box plot. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). dâ€“i, Machine learning analysis of the HARPE TATA-box data yields an SVRtata model for the TATA box. The HARPE data for the long TATA-box region (âˆ’32 to âˆ’21; Extended Data Figs. 1a, 2kâ€“p, 8a,Â b) were subjected to SVR analysis. The resulting SVR models (derived from data generated in vitro or in cells) were termed SVRtata. d, The SVRtata model from HARPE data in cells is similar to that from HARPE data in vitro. The SVRtata (in vitro) and SVRtata (in cells) scores are compared by using 5000 independent test sequences that were not used in the training of the SVR. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. e, Comparison of SVRtata scores and the observed transcription strengths of 5000 independent test sequences. These results are based on in vitro data. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. f, Comparison of HOMER motif scores and the observed transcription strengths of the same 5000 test sequences used in e. The position-weight matrices of the top 12-nt (left) or 8-nt (right) HOMER motifs (Extended Data Fig. 2n) were used to determine HOMER motif scores. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. g, Cumulative frequency of SVRtata scores of natural human promoters in HeLa cells. Approximately 23% of 11,932 human promoters and 4% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters) have an SVRtata (in vitro) score of at least 1 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active TATA box (Extended Data Fig. 5c). h, Cumulative frequency of SVRtata scores of natural human promoters in MCF7 cells. Focused promoters identified in ref. 12 were used. Approximately 18% of 7,678 MCF7 promoters and 4% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters) have an SVRtata (in vitro) score of at least 1 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active TATA box. i, Cumulative frequency of SVRtata scores of natural human promoters in GM12878 cells. Focused promoters were identified as described in ref. 12 by using GRO-cap data in human GM12878 cells from ref. 37. Approximately 15% of 30,643 GM12878 promoters and 4% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters) have an SVRtata (in vitro) score of at least 1 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active TATA box. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). j, k, Most positions within the DPR have a moderate impact upon the overall SVR score. The influence of each position in the DPR on the model prediction score is shown by the value of the Position Index. The Position Index at position X is the average of the maximal magnitude of variation in (j) the SVR score or (k) the HOMER motif score with A, C, G or T at position X with 200 different DPR sequences that were randomly selected from natural human promoters. As a reference, the Web Logo for the top HOMER motif identified with the 0.1% most transcribed DPR sequences is also shown. l, m, SVRc model of the DPR with HARPE data generated in cells. l, HARPE libraries were transfected in cells, and normalized RNA tags were obtained. The SVRc (SVR from cell-based data) scores derived from these data correlate with measured transcription strengths in cells (with data that are independent of the SVRc training data) (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16. m, The SVRc models obtained from cells are reproducible. PCC, Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16; rho, Spearmanâ€™s rank correlation coefficient with two-tailed P-value <2.2 Ã— 10âˆ’16.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 8 Analysis of the HARPE TATA data as well as the DPR in natural human promoters.
a, b, The nucleotide preferences of the top 0.1% most active TATA-box sequences in cells are similar to those of their in vitro counterparts. a, Long randomized TATA-box region (-32 to -21 relative to the +1 TSS). b, Short randomized TATA-box region (-30 to -23 relative to the +1 TSS). All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). c, Distinct nucleotide preferences can be seen at the DPR in focused human promoters, which were identified as described in ref. 12 by using 5â€²GRO-seq data in HeLa cells33. d, The top ~2.5% (11,932) most active DPR sequences in cells, as assessed by HARPE, have nucleotide preferences that are similar to those seen in natural human core promoters in HeLa cells (representative experiment, nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). eâ€“g, Relationship between natural human promoter sequences and HARPE data in vitro. e, The top ~2.5% (11,932) most active DPR sequences in vitro, as assessed by HARPE, have nucleotide preferences that are similar to those seen in natural human core promoters in HeLa cells. f, Cumulative frequency of SVRb DPR scores of natural human promoters. Approximately 26% of 11,932 human promoters (HeLa cells), 12% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters), and 0.4% of 10,000 inactive sequences (randomly selected from the 50% least active sequences in the HARPE assay; not used in the training of the SVR) have an SVRb score of at least 2 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active DPR (Extended Data Fig. 5a). g, Cumulative frequency of SVRc and SVRb DPR scores of natural human promoters in MCF7 and GM12878 cells. Approximately 34% of 7,678 MCF7 promoters, 34% of 30,643 GM12878 promoters, 17% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters), and 2.6% of 10,000 inactive sequences (randomly selected from the 50% least active sequences in the HARPE assay; not used in the training of the SVR) have an SVRc score of at least 2 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active DPR (Extended Data Fig. 5b). Approximately 26% of 7,678 MCF7 promoters, 25% of 30,643 GM12878 promoters, 12% of 100,000 random sequences (61% average G/C content, as in human core promoters), and 0.4% of 10,000 inactive sequences (randomly selected from the 50% least active sequences in the HARPE assay; not used in the training of the SVR) have an SVRb score of at least 2 (marked with a green line), which corresponds to an active DPR (Extended Data Fig. 5a). All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). h, i, Analysis of the DPR in natural human promoters. h, Sequences of natural human promoters that contain DPR motifs with an SVRb score >6 and an SVRc score >2.5. The mutant DPR sequence has an SVRb scoreÂ =Â 0.3 and an SVRc scoreÂ =Â 0.3. i, Mutational analysis reveals DPR activity in different human promoters with SVRb DPR scores >6. In each of the mutant promoters, the wild-type DPR was substituted with a DNA sequence that has an SVRb DPR score of 0.3 (data are depicted as the mean with error bars denoting standard deviation, nÂ =Â 3 or 4 biologically independent samples, as indicated by the points representing independent samples on the graph). The sequences of the tested promoters are shown in f. Promoter activity was measured by in vitro transcription followed by primer extension analysis of the TSSs. All P-values <0.01 (Studentâ€™s t-test, two-tailed, paired). For gel source data, see Supplementary Fig. 1.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 Analysis of the DPR and its relationship to the Inr and TATA box in active human promoters in different human cell lines.
aâ€“e Analysis of the DPR and its relationship to the Inr and TATA box in active human promoters in HeLa cells. a, Distribution of focused human promoters derived from HeLa cells in increasing SVRc DPR score bins. Bins 9 and 10 have less than 100 promoters. b, The frequencies of occurrence of the Inr and Inr-like sequences in different bins of promoters with increasing SVRc DPR scores. The Inr-like sequence is as defined previously12. c, The frequencies of occurrence of the TATA box and TATA-like sequences decrease as the SVRc DPR score increases. d, Distribution of focused human promoters in increasing SVRb DPR score bins. Promoters with SVRb scores between 4.24 and 17 were combined together in bin 11. e, The frequencies of occurrence of Inr-like sequences, TATA-like sequences, and TATA-box motifs (as assessed with SVRtataÂ â‰¥Â 1; Extended Data Fig. 5c) in different bins of promoters with increasingâ€…SVRb DPR scores. The Inr-like and TATA-like sequences are as defined previously12. In b and c, bins with less than 100 promoters are indicated with open circles and are connected by dashed lines. In e, bin 11 is shown in black circles connected by dashed black lines. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples). f, g, Analysis of the DPR and its relationship to the Inr and TATA box in active human promoters in MCF7 and GM12878 cells. f, Distribution of focused human promoters in increasing SVRc DPR score bins. For each cell line, bin 10 has less than 100 promoters. MCF7 focused promoters are described in ref. 12. GM12878 focused promoters were identified as described in ref. 12 by using GRO-cap data in human GM12878 cells from ref. 37. g, The frequencies of occurrence of Inr-like sequences, TATA-like sequences, and TATA-box motifs (as assessed with SVRtataÂ â‰¥Â 1; Extended Data Fig. 5c) in different bins of promoters with increasing SVRc DPR scores. The Inr-like and TATA-like sequences are as defined previously12. Bins with less than 100 promoters are indicated with open circles and are connected by dashed lines. All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 10 Distribution of SVR DPR scores for human promoters in relation to their SVRtata scores.
Human promoters were divided into four groups according to their SVRtata score. For each TATA box category, the distribution of SVR DPR scores is shown for each of five classes of promoters (no DPR, weak DPR, intermediate DPR, good DPR, and strong DPR). a, Human focused promoters obtained from HeLa cells12,33 analysed with SVRtata and SVRc. b, Human focused promoters obtained from HeLa cells analysed with SVRtata and SVRb. c, Human focused promoters obtained from MCF7 cells12 analysed with SVRtata and SVRc. d, Human focused promoters obtained from GM12878 cells37 analysed with SVRtata and SVRc. Focused promoters were identified as described in ref. 12â€…by using GRO-cap data in human GM12878 cells from ref. 37.â€…All panels show a representative experiment (nÂ =Â 2 biologically independent samples).
Source data
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